
My Crown Prince Consort Is a Firecracker! Chapter 750 

Lightning and the others didn’t dare produce too loud of a sound, afraid of disturbing the crown prince 

consort that was in closed-door cultivation. 

 

But the snakes were truly too concentrated together. With Lightning’s signal, everyone dispersed to 

rapidly dispose of the snakes. 

 

“Hiss.” Simultaneously, a viciousness surfaced in the white snakelet’s cute eyes as it frigidly fixated on 

the Second Pygmy Brother that had burrowed out of a corner. 

 

With an unfeeling smile on his lips, Second Pygmy Brother shuffled towards the binding talisman matrix 

step by step. 

 

Boom! Under the white snakelet’s gaze, his figure abruptly burrowed into the floor. The white snakelet 

was on the alert with rapt attention, and a tangible killing intent had already congealed within its pair of 

round eyes. 

 

Zing! Second Pygmy Brother’s figure suddenly appeared within the second layer of Qiao Mu’s mystic-

guiding talisman matrix. 

 

By this time, the mystic-guiding talisman matrix had already lost its effect. 

 

Second Pygmy Brother used his special skill to directly avoid contact with the binding talisman matrix 

and appear beside Qiao Mu. His old, austere eyes were filled with killing intent as he lifted a heavy 

hammer high up, about to smash it towards Qiao Mu’s small head. 

 

Second Pygmy Brother cracked open his mouth into a smile. 

 

Little bastard, let’s see if you can get away with half a life even if you don’t die this time! Hahahahaha! 



 

Outside, Lightning leaped into mid-air and gave a sharp cry, yet in response to a whistle, several 

hundred shadows gathered from all directions, swarming toward this room in profusion. 

 

Several hidden guards had already heard sounds coming from inside the room, and just as they were 

about to flip inside through the window… 

 

From inside the room, they heard a snarling hiss echoing through the air thunderously, and a serpent, 

whose girth required a full ten people to wrap their arms around it together, penetrated the roof with a 

boom. It brandished its fangs and huge mouth while spewing black mist. 

 

As a black mist enshrouded its entire body, the snake opened its mouth wide while staring icily at the 

Second Pygmy Brother, who was swiftly retreating backwards in utter terror. 

 

“Hiss!!!” The serpent roared, swaying its gigantic tail as its huge, gaping mouth chomped at the Second 

Pygmy Brother’s terrified face. 

 

In the blink of an eye, a kacha rang out, and the huge snake had bit onto the Second Pygmy Brother’s 

upper body. When the huge snake flung its head, the Second Pygmy Brother’s inner organs plopped 

onto the ground in a nasty mess. 

 

The bulky snake body, enclosed within a patch of black, spiraled out of the roof and crashed into a 

towering tree opposite with a boom. 

 

This crash directly caused half the tree to start drooping. After a series of creaking and groaning sounds, 

the trunk snapped squarely in the middle, and the thickset upper half of the trunk smashed down with a 

resounding boom. All the hidden guards inside the courtyard were so startled that they jumped pell-mell 

onto the roof. 

 

Crunch, crunch, crunch. A dreadful teeth-grinding noise that caused one’s teeth to ache was coming 

from the snake’s mouth. 



 

The snake had already swallowed half of Second Pygmy Brother’s body with its huge mouth but spat it 

out again in distaste. Scattered bits of ground flesh littered the ground as blood rained down in a pitter-

patter. 

 

All the hidden guards looked up in shock at this serpent that had emerged from the crown prince 

consort’s room. 

 

Heavens! 

 

What level was this mystic beast to be this cruel and frightening? 

 

“Hiss—” The serpent flicked its long forked tongue angrily before directly flinging it out to raze the 

surrounding grove of trees to the ground. 

 

Half of the building had collapsed. 

 

The entire City Lord’s Estate had been alarmed by this huge commotion. 

 

What exactly had occurred? 

 

Thus, all the masters and servants inside the City Lord’s Estate swarmed out of their rooms… 


